Control Number:

FLORIDA BUCK REGISTRY OFFICIAL SCORE SHEET
Typical Category
Minimum Entry Score: 100
Name:*
Address: *
City: *
State: *
Zip: *
Land Type: *
Method of Take (See Instructions): *
Comments:

Phone: *
Date Taken:*
Region Taken:
County Taken:*
DMU Taken:*
Email:*

Scored By: *
Scorer Email:

Date Scored: *
Scorer Phone:

Hunter's Date Of Birth: *

Length
Right Antler
Left Antler
Main Beam
1st Point
2nd Point
3rd Point
4th Point
5th Point
6th Point
7th Point
Circumference of Smallest Place Between:
Burr and 1st Point
1st and 2nd Points
2nd and 3rd Points
3rd and 4th Points
TOTAL

Difference

Lengths of Abnormal Points
Right Antler
Left Antler

TOTAL (Both Sides)==>
Florida Buck Registry Score Calculation
Right Antler Column
Left Antler Column
+
Spread Credit
+
Difference Column
Abnormal Points

=
-

FBR Score

=

Gross Score
Number of Points
Tip-To-Tip Spread
Greatest Spread
Inside Spread

R:

L:

HUNTER AFFIDAVIT
I certify that the trophy scored on this form was legally taken within the state of Florida and not in violation of any
Florida statute or rule of the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission in effect on the date taken. I also attest that
this deer was not confined by artificial barriers, including escape-proof fencing, or was transplanted for the purpose
of commercial shooting. I further certify that this is the first time that this rack has been scored for the Florida buck
registry and that all information provided herein is true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand that
falsification of the affidavit may subject this as well as all previous and future entries to revocation from the Florida
Buck Registry.

Signature: *

Date:

GENERAL SCORING INSTRUCTIONS
All measurements must be made with a 1/4‐inch flexible steel tape to the nearest1/8 ‐inch. Wherever it is necessary to change direction of measurement, mark a
control point and swing tape at this point. (Note: a flexible steel cable can be used to measure points and main beams only.) Enter fractional figures in eighths,
without reduction. The 60‐day drying requirement is waived for the Florida Buck Registry.
A. Number of points on each antler: to be counted a point, the projection must be at least one inch long, with the length exceeding width at one inch or more
of length. All points are measured from tip of point to nearest edge of beam as illustrated. Beam tip is counted as a point but not measured as a point.
B. Tip‐to‐tip spread is measured between tips of main beams.
C. Greatest spread is measured between perpendiculars at a right angle to the centerline of the skull at widest part, whether across main beams or points.
D. Inside spread of main beams is measured at a right angle to the centerline of the skull at widest point between main beams. Enter this measurement again
as the spread credit IF it is less than or equal to the length of longer antler; if longer, enter longer antler length for spread credit.
E.
Total of lengths of all abnormal points: abnormal points are those non‐typical in location (such as points originating from a point or from bottom or sides
of main beam) or extra points beyond the normal pattern of points. Measure in usual manner and enter in appropriate blanks.
F.
Length of main beam is measured from lowest outside edge of burr over outer curve to the most distant point of what is, or appears to be, the main beam.
The point of beginning is that point on the burr where the centerline along the outer curve of the beam intersects the burr (including the burr), then
following generally the line of the illustration.
Normal points project from the top of the main beam. They are measured from nearest edge of the main beam over outer curve to tip. Lay the tape along the outer
curve of the beam so that the top edge of the tape coincides with the top edge of the beam on both sides of the point to determine the baseline for point
measurements. Record point lengths in appropriate blanks.
Circumferences are taken as illustrated. If the brow point is missing, take both the circumference for smallest place between the burr and the first point, and between
the first and second points, at the smallest place between the burr and the second point. If the fourth point is missing, take the measurement for the circumference
at the smallest place between the third and fourth points halfway between the third point and the tip of the main beam.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING HUNTER AND HARVEST INFORMATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Record the control number in the upper right corner of the data sheet upon entry into the Florida Buck Registry System
Record the hunter’s or owner’s name exactly as it should appear on the certificate.
The entry of found or picked up deer is permitted. Describe the circumstances under comments.
Record the complete mailing address, including zip code, where certificate is to be sent.
Record the hunter’s or owner’s telephone number, including area code, where they may be most readily and conveniently contacted. A daytime number is
preferable.
Record the date the deer was harvested using MM/DD/YY format. If the exact date is unknown, estimate as near as possible.
Record the region and county where the deer was harvested. The location is used to distinguish between public and private land. If the deer was taken on
private land, simply record the location as private land. The name of a ranch, or farm, or hunt club may also be included. If the deer was harvested on
public land, record the name of the Wildlife Management Area, Refuge, etc.
In describing the method of take confine your entries to one of the following.
1. Rifle
2. Shotgun
3. Muzzleloader
4. Crossbow
5. Bow

